Speech distortion is defined broadly as any operation that evokes inappropriate behavior by a listener in response to speech. Two categories of distorting operations are distinguished: (1) response-independent, in which the transfer function applied to the original speech signal is not determined by the probable response of the listener (e.g., masking, filtering); and (2) response-dependent, in which the distorting operation is related to the probable response of the listener during undistorted transmission and therefore may be specified in linguistic terms (e.g., foreign accent). Two experiments examine the effects and interactions of these two t)pes of distortion. Twenty-four Midwest Americans listened to recorded articulation lists rendered by one American and three foreign-born speakers under eight conditions of masking and filtering. Reducing the speech to noise ratio to 20 dB or the transmission bandwidth to 500 cps yields approximately 50% reduction in word articulation for both native and foreign accent speech. The latter was approximately 40% less intelligible than native speech under all experimental conditions. HE transmission of speech is bounded at both ends by behavior, that of the speaker and the listener. Speech distortion may be broadly defined as any operation that evokes inappropriate behavior by the listener in respon:•e to speech. Two broad categories of speechdistorting operations may then be distinguished: response-independent and response-dependent. The former category has received the lion's share of research and includes such operations as filtering, masking, time sampling, etc. These operations are termed responseindependent because the parameters of the transfer function applied to a given speech signal are not determined by the probable response of the listener lo lhat signal. E.<perimental findings show that "vocal communication is highly resistant to distortion" of this by such devices as PAT s and Pattern Playback • provides a third example. In all these instances, the nature of the distorting operation is most effectively specified in linguistic terms, that is, with reference to the behavior of a standard listener, although, of course, an acoustic transfer function may be written for each speech signal.
HE transmission of speech is bounded at both ends by behavior, that of the speaker and the listener. Speech distortion may be broadly defined as any operation that evokes inappropriate behavior by the listener in respon:•e to speech. Two broad categories of speechdistorting operations may then be distinguished: response-independent and response-dependent. The former category has received the lion's share of research and includes such operations as filtering, masking, time sampling, etc. These operations are termed responseindependent because the parameters of the transfer function applied to a given speech signal are not determined by the probable response of the listener lo lhat signal. E.<perimental findings show that "vocal communication is highly resistant to distortion" of this kited.
• The situation is otherwise with response-dependent distortion, however. In this category belong those distortin• operations that are based on the probable response of the listener during undistorted transmission. Sixty-four stimulus conditions (4 speakersX4 listsX4 levels of masking or filtering) were presented in four different hyper-Graeco-Latin square designs, one to each group of three subjects. These designs were orthogonal with respect to masking or filtering. Each listener never heard a speaker read the same list twice, nor was the saxne list ever heard twice at the same level of masking or filtering. The listeners were told that they would hear common English monosyllables and that they were to write them down. 
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